DISGRACE  ABOUNDING
wall was the Saar, which was under League of Nations administra-
tion. In the south was a great breach where Austria, a land
inhabited predominantly by men of German blood, lay under
a Government potentially hostile to the Reich. In the south-east, a
very big breach, the western half of Czechoslovakia bit deep into
the fortress.
By 1938 every one of those breaches had been repaired. The
Rhineland had been evacuated, the demilitarized Rhineland
zone had been reoccupied, the Saatr had been regained, Austria
had been annexed, the German fringe of Czechoslovakia seized,
the western front had been made impregnable by great fortifica-
tions, built by men working day and night whom you just took
from their normal occupations and used to serve your paramount
aims; there great rows of concrete teeth ran from northern to ,
southern frontier, ready to rip open the bellies of tanks, deep
marshy pits, covered with a layer of innocent-looking grass,
waited to drown them.
One breach remained. The western half even of rump Czecho-
slovakia still bit deep into the* fortress. By agreement with the
now submissive Czechoslovak Government, whose part in the
agreement was to sign on the dotted line, you began to build a
German road clean across Czechoslovakia from Breslau to Vienna,
You calmly prolonged the frontier of the Reich across the country
whose frontiers you had undertaken to guarantee, making the
western half of that country a province within the Reich* You
remember how Germany wailed for yean about the 'Polish
Corridor*, the bleeding wound ia Germany's side? Consider the
German corridor through Czechoslovakia.
Now look at your map, after the last of those operations, and see
how the tint part of the great strategic scheme has been completed,
with time-table punctuality. Your Reich is now a fortress without
any gaps, its frontiers — its walls — are practically square at all
points of the compass. The last chink in her armour has been
closed, she is impregnable within those mended, four-square walls.
The time for the sortie approaches, for the conquest of the land
lying outside those invulnerable walls, The countries around fear
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